
Here is a nice cold and snow inspired activity that I did with my little one. 

For this you will need : 

- 5 small cellulose balls of the heads 

- 5 medium cellulose balls of the bodies 

- Wooden cocktail sticks (3 per snowman) 

- Varnish glue 

- Glitter 

- 1 Posca marker 

- Sticky eyes (Eye size in accordance with head size) 

- Cotton for the pompoms 

- A fine paper sheet for wooly hats 

- Wooden pegs or icecream sticks or driftwood 

- Gel glue in tubes 

- A desktop puncher 

- A paint brush 

- A sewing needle 

- A grey pencil 

 

1. Stick the eyes on the head ball* 

2. Draw the nose and the mouth with the Posca pencil* 

3. With a wooden stick, fix the head ball onto the body one.* 

4. Draw the buttons on the belly with the Posca pencil.* 

5. Apply the varnish glue on the body.* 

6. Spray glitter on the body and let the glue to dry (shouldn't take long) 

7. Cut a paper strip used to form the hat. Roll the strip onto itself into a cone shape. Adjust the cone to the head ball 

size. Then glue the edge of the strip to close the cone. 

8. Form a little cotton & glue pompom and fix it on top of the hat. 

9. Glue the hat onto the head 

10. With the puncher, cut the ski poles baskets*. Draw the basket structure with a grey pencil if necessary. Pierce a 

hole in the baskets' centre with the sewing needle. Mount the baskets on the cocktail sticks (adjust the length of the 

stick to the snowman beforehand) the tips of which will have previously been dipped in glue. 

11. Secure the ski poles with gel glue on the sides of the snowman's body 

12. Glue the snowmen onto two skis made of wooden pegs or icecream sticks or driftwood which I have been using 

here. 

 

* This are the steps that my little one did by himself (under my supervisions of course !) 

 

Here they go skiing! 


